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Appendix A: Pathways Alliance’s Policy Positions 

Policy Details of Position 

Federal Oil and Gas Emissions Cap 

The Alliance's submission to a federal government committee consultation 

on clean technology development in Canada in October 2022 stated that 

the policy had “impractical timeframes” that could drive away investments 

from the oil and gas sector in Canada.  

Federal 2030 Emissions Reduction 

Plan 

The Alliance’s submission to the 2023 Federal Budget 

Consultation supported the target. 

Federal Investment Tax Credit for 

Carbon Capture, Storage, and 

Utilization (CCUS) 

The Alliance's submission to a federal government committee consultation 

on clean technology development in Canada in October 2022 supported the 

tax credit and advocated for expanded government funding through the 

credit. However, in the same submission, the Alliance advocated for a long-

term role for oil and gas.  

Federal Net Zero Target 
The Alliance’s submission to the 2023 Federal Budget 

Consultation supported the target. 

 

  

https://lobbymap.org/evidence/f6884d7d93a176dd11a4827193c24ad2
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/20be7eb1efed471e6b7cb92197381f85
https://influencemap.org/evidence/6366c6c5f97c5e0f8a4f965fa63e65ae
https://influencemap.org/evidence/aaf4a8d0bc8d119cfd4accf27ef6babe
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Appendix B: Advocacy Supporting Fossil Fuels 

Entity Position Details of Engagement 

 
 

Negative 

In March 2022, CAPP’s letter to Canadian Minister of Environment and 

Climate Change Steven Guilbeault and Minister of Natural Resources 

Jonathan Wilkinson supported “prioritizing” pipelines and LNG facilities, 

stating that this would help Canada’s climate change response by enabling 

the supply of lower-emission LNG. In addition, CAPP’s federal lobbying 

registration in June 2022 disclosed that it had advocated for construction 

of pipeline projects between the United States and Canada. Further, in 

June 2021, CAPP’s submission to Canada’s Blue Economy Strategy (BES) – 

focused on sustainable ocean-led growth in Canada – advocated that 

“economic opportunities resulting from the oil and gas sector” be a part of 

the BES. CAPP also advocated for fiscal relief for Atlantic Canada’s 

offshore oil and gas industry during the COVID-19 pandemic in May 2020, 

through its letter to Natural Resources Canada Minister, Seamus O’Regan. 

CAPP’s testimony to the Canadian Federal Standing Committee on 

International Trade in February 2022 advocated for the construction of 

additional domestic LNG facilities to increase Canada’s role in global 

energy supply. 

 
Negative 

Canadian Natural reported in its federal lobbying filing in June 2022 that it 

advocated for government support for the oil and gas industry, citing the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  

 
Negative 

In its August 2022 filing in Alberta lobbyist registry, Cenovus reported that 

it had engaged with the Alberta government to explore opportunities to 

“diversify and expand” Alberta’s oil and gas industry. In addition, multiple 

federal lobbying filings from Cenovus in June-August 2022 reveal that the 

company advocated for support for provincial government investment in 

the West White Rose/White Rose project, an oil and gas project in 

offshore Newfoundland and Labrador. 

 

 

https://lobbymap.org/evidence/354d7adcc2f4ce16e3d827b018db1b8a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/f03faa79c7732da45f2a0a80cce05710
https://influencemap.org/evidence/26ee1c9fe8b43d5e1df23eb6661f8b3c
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/-b97b94b65b4017c7c4003a0a6ee79e69
https://influencemap.org/evidence/da4c38c1eed69e7c0b28c312e4832576
https://influencemap.org/evidence/519c20eddc6751228079cac87a4450ed
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/9ee6497f233918a84db8f22788dde9a4
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/77be71101b466b8d88982fd41a450c0e
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/77be71101b466b8d88982fd41a450c0e
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Entity Position Details of Engagement 

 

 

Negative 

Enbridge reported multiple advocacy attempts to secure fossil fuel 

infrastructure and investments in Alberta, Manitoba, and Quebec in 2022. 

Further, in March 2022, Enbridge and TC Energy signed a joint letter to the 

US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission advocating for a quick approval 

process for fossil gas pipelines. In November 2021, Enbridge Gas Pipelines’ 

comments to the US government’s Council on Environmental Quality 

proposal for implementing NEPA revisions did not support the inclusion of 

environmental considerations in the NEPA infrastructure review process. 

Enbridge’s comments to the Toronto City Council in February 2021 

opposed the phase out of fossil gas-fired electricity generation in Ontario. 

 Negative 

In Alberta, British Columbia, and Ontario lobbying registries Imperial Oil 

reported that it had advocated for “adopting measures to support the oil 

and gas sector,” in 2021-2022 citing the COVID-19 pandemic, including 

increased flexibility on regulatory reporting requirements. While the 

company did not disclose a position, Imperial Oil reported engagement on 

the Canada-Newfoundland Atlantic Accord Implementation Act, which 

sets the framework for management of the Newfoundland and Labrador 

oil and gas industry, in the federal lobbying registry in June 2022. 

 Negative 

Suncor reported in its federal lobbying filing in July 2022 that it had 

engaged with the federal government to “raise issues” on investment in 

the oil and gas industry, while specifying a desired outcome that 

“leverages Canada’s comparative advantage.” In a tweet from February 

2022, Suncor’s then-CEO Mark Little supported the TransMountain 

Pipeline project, stating that the 2021 British Columbia floods were a 

“reminder” of the need for energy infrastructure projects. 

 Negative 

In Alberta, TC Energy sought “government assistance” on challenges facing 

the permitting and approval of the Keystone XL pipeline, including 

government support for investment in the pipeline, as per its lobbying 

filing in Alberta in August 2022. The company also advocated for 

government support for pipeline infrastructure and gas storage to the 

federal government, as revealed in its federal lobbyist registry filing in 

August 2022.    

 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/814e7eded28aab8176b1f424292d65ce
https://influencemap.org/evidence/e97789cf941cfe7f0525c786f12b2025
https://influencemap.org/evidence/d2a2a00dc78482dc018784666e74ea6a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/558859267993ca809482f9313ad4e279
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/8adf7fb0b5c1f70c5f0a88c5587d3a1c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/76ae1e5a865ea249d6bb5a278bf36587
https://influencemap.org/evidence/76ae1e5a865ea249d6bb5a278bf36587
https://influencemap.org/evidence/76ae1e5a865ea249d6bb5a278bf36587
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/19b47a71f878adafe5506979c6f659e9
https://influencemap.org/evidence/2228ae6777358994489df8e88f7a8aec
https://influencemap.org/evidence/1f0d0ccf77417f3e94032cd8caddb980
https://influencemap.org/evidence/c70d8d35146b7920ccd7e8f263365319
https://influencemap.org/evidence/c70d8d35146b7920ccd7e8f263365319
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/991642112fa2a1999b1b01633888c7f5
https://influencemap.org/evidence/69ee21257d0f8f677324a4522dc6e6e4
https://influencemap.org/evidence/23e4d1bc0863ebe988b2b101c59d29b4
https://influencemap.org/evidence/c8945814e3fc29a0c9b08a17dcf6c870
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Appendix C: Engagement on Fossil Fuel Subsidies 

Entity Position Details of Engagement 

 

 

 

 

 

Negative 

CAPP’s submission to the Canadian government's plan to phase-out 

‘inefficient’ fossil fuel subsidies in May 2022 opposed the proposal, stating 

that the benefits for the oil and gas industry were not inefficient subsidies, 

instead they were “national industrial policy.” Earlier, in a March 29th 

committee meeting, CAPP’s Vice President of Oil Sands, Fiscal and Economic 

Policy, Ben Brunnen, opposed the proposal, testifying that limiting benefits 

from the government would negatively impact the oil and gas industry. Here, 

too, CAPP appeared to claim that the incentives to the industry were not 

‘subsidies.’ 

 

 

Negative 
In June 2022, Canadian Natural disclosed in its federal lobbying summary that 

it had advocated for wage subsidy and other government funding for oil and 

gas sector, citing the impact of COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

 

Unclear 

 In Suncor’s federal lobbying registration in July 2022, the company disclosed 

that it has engaged on the government’s proposal to ban fossil fuel subsidies. 

While Suncor has not clearly disclosed its positions on the ban in this 

disclosure, it requested the government for “a clear understanding” and 

“interpretation” of what counts as a ‘subsidy.’   

 

  

https://www.ourcommons.ca/Committees/en/ENVI/StudyActivity?studyActivityId=11504305
https://www.ourcommons.ca/Committees/en/ENVI/StudyActivity?studyActivityId=11504305
https://www.ourcommons.ca/Committees/en/ENVI/StudyActivity?studyActivityId=11504305
https://influencemap.org/evidence/6f2d7fb87c9a9a6e4fc44883b1da5b95
https://influencemap.org/evidence/6f2d7fb87c9a9a6e4fc44883b1da5b95
https://influencemap.org/evidence/6cfd5b27fa28d6ed1a22e7cabfdae54d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/6cfd5b27fa28d6ed1a22e7cabfdae54d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/519c20eddc6751228079cac87a4450ed
https://influencemap.org/evidence/519c20eddc6751228079cac87a4450ed
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/991642112fa2a1999b1b01633888c7f5
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/991642112fa2a1999b1b01633888c7f5
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Appendix D: Advocating for “Clean” Fossil Fuels 

Entity Position Details of Engagement 

 

 

Unclear 

Canadian Natural’s lobbying registration in Alberta in January 2022 revealed 

the company’s engagement with the provincial government for financial or 

regulatory support for hydrogen and “other alternative energies,” but the 

company did not clarify whether its support includes hydrogen produced 

with unabated fossil fuels, nor has it mentioned what it considers under 

‘alternative’ energy sources.   

 

 

Unclear 

Cenovus disclosed its advocacy to the Canadian government for incentives 

for “technological innovation” to develop “cleaner” energy in the federal 

lobbying registry in June 2022. However, it is unclear from the evidence 

what Cenovus considers as “cleaner” energy, which could include gas rather 

than other fossil fuels. 

 

 

 

 

Negative 

Enbridge advocated for hydrogen derived from unabated fossil gas, as 

revealed in the company’s comments to the Connecticut Department of 

Energy and Environmental Protection’s Hydrogen Strategy in April 2022. 

Enbridge’s recommendation to Canada’s 2022 federal budget consultation 

advocated for enhanced access to capital for indigenous communities to 

invest in “natural resource projects” and the energy transition included 

support for investments in “cleaner oil and gas.” 

 

 

 

Negative 

TC Energy’s recommendations on the 2022 federal budget advocated for 

financial incentives for indigenous communities to invest in clean energy 

projects. While the company has not specified what these “clean energy 

projects” include, it has compared the incentive model to Ontario’s 

Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program that is “only available for ‘renewable 

green energy infrastructure’.” However, in the same submission, TC energy 

appeared to advocate in favor of LNG projects and stated that “the flexibility 

of natural gas as a safe, clean, reliable and affordable fuel source should be 

considered in any emission reduction strategy.” 

 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/f4ccb6a8837616e6ecce34de77d0b294
https://influencemap.org/evidence/f4ccb6a8837616e6ecce34de77d0b294
https://influencemap.org/evidence/f419cb997568675cf9621dbaf7661d29
https://influencemap.org/evidence/f419cb997568675cf9621dbaf7661d29
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/ce582c9337940eb277a49c8b5a205f2c
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/ce582c9337940eb277a49c8b5a205f2c
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/0febcb801a34f276822dd83dbf067f38
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/8ae327d1f517ed04da799087363a541f
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/8ae327d1f517ed04da799087363a541f
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/8ae327d1f517ed04da799087363a541f
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/d03119e57b9d32ad5c63aefe089ef30c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/8942322fc6315f948d789a2b583da414
https://influencemap.org/evidence/8942322fc6315f948d789a2b583da414
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Appendix E: Engagement on Oil and Gas Emissions Cap 

Entity Position Details of Engagement 

 

 
Negative 

CAPP’s comments in February 2022 to the committee did not support the 

emissions cap, and appeared to state that the policy would deter 

investments from Canada which has “high environmental and social 

standards.” CAPP also opposed the cap in a March 2022 letter sent to the 

Canadian federal ministers. Further, in July 2022, CAPP’s CEO, Lisa Baiton, 

had opposed the emissions cap, stating that the proposal “singles out” the 

oil and gas industry, as reported in an article by Calgary Herald.  

 Negative 

Canadian Natural President, Tim McKay, opposed the emissions cap, calling 

it “unnecessary” and highlighting that Canada’s decarbonization measures 

should balance environmental and economic objectives, as reported by 

Financial Post in August 2022.  

 Negative 

Cenovus CEO, Alex Pourbaix, did not support the emissions cap, stating that 

the “aggressive goals” do not consider other industrial sectors such as 

agriculture, heavy industry, and transportation, as reported in an article 

published by Calgary Herald in July 2022. Pourbaix also added that it was not 

possible to achieve the targets under the emissions cap. Earlier in November 

2021, Pourbaix highlighted concerns about the achievability of the cap’s 

target and stated that any government cap has to coincide with the 

industry’s availability to implement solutions.  

 Negative 

Imperial Oil CEO, Brad Corson, opposed the cap, stating that it was “very 

aggressive” according to a report by JWN Energy in August 2022. Corson 

added that the proposal stretches the capability of what is technically and 

economically feasible. 

 Negative 

TC Energy did not support the cap during the hearing of the committee in 

February 2022. The company stated that “an overly restrictive” cap would 

reduce oil and gas production and lead to “irreversible impacts” on energy 

security, reliability, and affordability.  

   

https://influencemap.org/evidence/4077db1f4d779a1a79de58b593944f94
https://influencemap.org/evidence/4077db1f4d779a1a79de58b593944f94
https://influencemap.org/evidence/4077db1f4d779a1a79de58b593944f94
https://influencemap.org/evidence/e46ce72125e981bea33966939fc8e1b5
https://influencemap.org/evidence/e46ce72125e981bea33966939fc8e1b5
https://influencemap.org/evidence/7bd1ff1bd318dfd26711eb058af26d45
https://influencemap.org/evidence/7bd1ff1bd318dfd26711eb058af26d45
https://influencemap.org/evidence/d55ee3dd97aa0d1e46ee223d5e6e9843
https://influencemap.org/evidence/d55ee3dd97aa0d1e46ee223d5e6e9843
https://influencemap.org/evidence/81debb412f79fc6a3a9bcff36644be42
https://influencemap.org/evidence/81debb412f79fc6a3a9bcff36644be42
https://influencemap.org/evidence/53130272b53e417455dd82ba712962df
https://influencemap.org/evidence/53130272b53e417455dd82ba712962df
https://influencemap.org/evidence/a4ca9fdf372f688a88cfb1da871d2ccd
https://influencemap.org/evidence/a4ca9fdf372f688a88cfb1da871d2ccd
https://influencemap.org/evidence/45635007419c61c83e339850fa78517f
https://influencemap.org/evidence/45635007419c61c83e339850fa78517f
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Appendix F: Engagement on Methane Emissions Regulation 

Entity Position Details of Engagement 

 

 
Mixed 

According to its corporate website accessed in July 2022, CAPP appears to 

support “pragmatic, targeted and achievable” methane emissions reduction, 

including the 45% methane reduction target. However, InfluenceMap has 

found that CAPP has advocated to delay reporting requirements for methane 

emissions in a letter sent to the Canadian House of Commons in March 2020 

during the COVID-19 crisis. In addition, CAPP advocated to defer the 

implementation of federal methane regulation for one year.  

 Mixed 

As of December 2022, communications from the Canadian Natural’s corporate 

website state support for Canada’s 45% methane reduction target. In contrast, 

the company’s lobbying filing in Alberta revealed that the company has 

advocated that the 45% target should be implemented with the “lowest 

possible impact on capital and jobs.” The company’s 2021 CDP Climate 

Change response suggested major exceptions in its support for methane 

regulations, including support for an “outcome-based,” “incentive-based,”, 

and staged approach. 

 Mixed 

Cenovus supported Canada’s federal and provincial government’s 45% 

methane emissions reduction target in its 2020 CDP Climate Change response. 

In Alberta, Cenovus’ August 2022 lobbying filing disclosed that it advocated 

that regulations for should maintain competitiveness within a trade exposed 

industry. 

 Mixed 

Enbridge has stated support with exceptions for federal regulation of methane 

emissions through the 2018 Regulations Respecting Reduction in the Release 

of Methane and Certain Volatile Organic Compounds for the upstream oil and 

gas sector in the 2021 CDP Climate Change response. The company 

emphasized that any federal GHG regulation should be “cost-effective.” 

 Mixed 
In its 2020 CDP response, TC Energy stated that methane regulations should 

be standardized and should minimize duplicative regulation.   

 

  

https://influencemap.org/evidence/c9f429d65056e49cec89767e5ab44230
https://influencemap.org/evidence/c9f429d65056e49cec89767e5ab44230
https://influencemap.org/evidence/c9f429d65056e49cec89767e5ab44230
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c98455b20c0ba523d27fc8b299bf88fe
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c98455b20c0ba523d27fc8b299bf88fe
https://influencemap.org/evidence/85d543b9eaddbfb09f817738a906d3af
https://influencemap.org/evidence/85d543b9eaddbfb09f817738a906d3af
https://influencemap.org/evidence/084e9d24cfc02b58816b0d6a665e6a48
https://influencemap.org/evidence/084e9d24cfc02b58816b0d6a665e6a48
https://influencemap.org/evidence/084e9d24cfc02b58816b0d6a665e6a48
https://influencemap.org/evidence/82c3b9d99aabece3741903b6f081e308
https://influencemap.org/evidence/82c3b9d99aabece3741903b6f081e308
https://influencemap.org/evidence/7b8fac3086fba3e6191c79388f40fe57
https://influencemap.org/evidence/7b8fac3086fba3e6191c79388f40fe57
https://influencemap.org/evidence/556945e43dce6af9458b20985e3e5740
https://influencemap.org/evidence/556945e43dce6af9458b20985e3e5740
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/38df3282fbdb4d488d3bc58b27a01a6d
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/38df3282fbdb4d488d3bc58b27a01a6d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-cc25e9ac8498cde920005ddacfe99828
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-cc25e9ac8498cde920005ddacfe99828
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Appendix G: Canadian Oil for “Global Emissions Reduction” 

Entity Details of Engagement 

 

 

During its testimony to the Canadian federal government on the Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Cap for the Oil and Gas Sector in February 2022, CAPP argued for increased production of 

Canadian-origin oil and gas to cater global markets for emissions reduction. Here, CAPP 

claimed that reducing investments in the Canadian oil and gas industry could lead to “greater 

global emissions” from coal being used in other jurisdictions. Further, CAPP argued that 

dissuading investments in Canada would send investments to Kazakhstan, Venezuela, Nigeria 

and Russia, which in the association’s view would lead to “global increases in emissions, not 

decreases.” The argument was later reiterated in CAPP’s June 2022 submission to a federal 

government committee consultation on the just transition in Canada. Similar arguments were 

used in a September 2021 press release, in which CAPP’s ex-President, Tim McMillan, 

appeared to criticize the decision by Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec (CDPQ), a 

pension fund in Canada, to divest from oil companies. 

 

Enbridge’s recommendation to the 2022 federal budget consultation supported electrification 

of oil and gas assets to build “Canada’s clean energy brand” as a supplier of the “world’s 

cleanest gas.” Enbridge stated that ‘electrified’ LNG presents a generational opportunity for 

Canada to supply the “cleanest, greenest LNG” while reducing the world’s reliance on coal-

fired power. In addition, in an October 2022 article, Enbridge CEO Al Monaco supported LNG 

export from Canada, stating that Canadian gas has a smaller footprint than China.   

 

TC Energy’s recommendations to Canada’s 2022 Budget consultation appeared to suggest that 

LNG deployment can help in reducing global emissions. The company added that Canadian 

LNG exported to China will emit 35-55% fewer GHG emissions than China’s primary energy 

source of coal.  

 

 

  

https://influencemap.org/evidence/a1c8775989317eafc95ad2bfaa1da800
https://influencemap.org/evidence/f2b2e284866e7e4142256e7b4d36ea9b
https://influencemap.org/evidence/6d0e6782e59e9659901a0fd5e0acf8fc
https://influencemap.org/evidence/8ae327d1f517ed04da799087363a541f
https://influencemap.org/evidence/b0f139390122054003422a28d9262173
https://influencemap.org/evidence/8942322fc6315f948d789a2b583da414
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Appendix H: Advocacy Citing the Russia-Ukraine Crisis  

Entity Details of Engagement 

 

 

During a House of Commons committee hearing on the Canada-Ukraine Free Trade 

Agreement in February 2022, CAPP referenced the Russia-Ukraine tensions to list out the 

advantages of Canadian fossil gas and emphasized Canada’s “extremely rigorous regulations” 

on methane emissions and venting and flaring. In a blog from CAPP in April 2022, then-

president Tim McMillan appeared to oppose climate action, claiming that the ongoing energy 

crisis in Europe resulted from Europe’s “focus on climate and emissions reduction.” McMillan 

added that this “enabled” Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. CAPP’s testimony to Canada’s Standing 

Committee on Environment and Sustainable Development in March 2022 stated that 

supplying Canadian oil abroad would “displace foreign and more hostile sources of energy” in 

the context of the Russia-Ukraine crisis. CAPP’s letter to the Canadian Minister of Environment 

and Climate Change, Steven Guilbeault, and Minister of Natural Resources, Jonathan 

Wilkinson, in March 2022 stated that investing in pipelines and LNG export facilities in Canada 

could make Canadian oil and gas an alternative to “conflict oil”, purportedly from Russia. 

CAPP has also used its social media and public communications to disseminate this message. 

In the months following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, several tweets from CAPP supported 

Canada’s expanded role in global fossil gas supply [1,2,3,4]. Further, in August 2022, CAPP 

President, Lisa Baiton, wrote an article in Troy Media to advocate for “rapidly building” 

Canadian LNG industry to assist Canada’s allies and trading partners, referencing the energy 

crisis.   

Another instance where CAPP attempted to capitalize on a crisis to advocate in favor of the 

industry was during the COVID-19 pandemic. During that time, CAPP advocated for weakening 

of climate regulations and increasing fiscal and regulatory support for oil and gas production. 

For instance, in a letter to Minister of Finance, Bill Morneau in April 2020, CAPP advocated for 

subsidies for the oil and gas sector in the range of $27 to $30 billion. CAPP has also used the 

COVID-19 pandemic to oppose climate regulations such as carbon taxes. In March 2020, CAPP 

wrote a letter to Canada’s House of Commons advocating for a delay on the increase in 

carbon price. The carbon price was set to increase from $30/tonne CO2e to $40 in 2021 and 

$50 in 2022. More recently, in May 2022, CAPP advocated for “reducing or deferring” carbon 

taxes, besides other levies on the industry, citing the COVID-19 pandemic and the oil price 

shock in British Columbia as per the province’s lobbying registry.   

 

  

https://influencemap.org/evidence/da4c38c1eed69e7c0b28c312e4832576
https://influencemap.org/evidence/ed964e4603232b3c2528fcd9197030ef
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/6cfd5b27fa28d6ed1a22e7cabfdae54d
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/354d7adcc2f4ce16e3d827b018db1b8a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/38caf6685d410521950b22be90cf127d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/c947ad578df08046e9968a3b57f6b92a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/a8bedb714a4db18a610e73be46151865
https://influencemap.org/evidence/94f1c8c1876200a971379a9799408f20
https://influencemap.org/evidence/b65dbe3f0c8ccc9807cad78e3f8d22f1
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/-636eb274f62b6239413ab087f4ef068b
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-90f74bb10bd9553e5a0d1267cc181ec9
https://influencemap.org/evidence/b71e461472cff34dad027c2bfd9264dc
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Entity Details of Engagement 

 

TC Energy and Enbridge’s letter to the US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in March 

2022 stated that immediately approving fossil gas infrastructure can “eliminate the leverage 

and profit” that enables “Russia’s international aggression.” According to these companies, by 

certificating fossil gas pipelines that feed LNG export facilities, the United States can supply its 

allies with “low-cost and responsibly produced natural gas.”   

 

In a September 2022 press release, TC Energy CEO, Francois Poirier, referred to the energy 

crisis in Europe, especially the resurgence of coal-fired electricity generation in Europe, to call 

for policies to enable investments in Canadian LNG. Poirier stated that regulatory “delays and 

process uncertainty” impact the country’s ability to supply energy abroad and to reduce 

emissions globally. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://lobbymap.org/evidence/558859267993ca809482f9313ad4e279
https://influencemap.org/evidence/6ae874eca9ca67d4887133f40ff557fd
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Appendix I: Advocacy Through Astroturf Groups & Campaigns 

Group Activities 
Oil & Gas Entities 
Involved 

Ad Examples  

Canada’s 

Energy Citizens 

Canada’s Energy Citizens, describes itself as 

the largest oil and natural gas advocacy 

organization in Canada. The organization’s 

website offers options for the members of 

the public to sign up to several energy-

related updates, including advocacy 

campaigns and surveys. The website 

attempts to portray the oil and gas industry 

as a “leader” in environmental issues. For 

instance, the sign-up page, accessed in 

September 2022, reads:  

“Join hundreds of thousands other Canadians 

in fighting for jobs, pipelines, debunking 

misinformation, and telling the real story 

that Canada’s oil and gas sector is a leader in 

environmental protection and innovation.”  

In September 2022, Canada’s National 

Observer reported about an ad campaign led 

by this organization, paid for by CAPP, that 

sought to mobilize public opposition to the 

Canadian government's policies in the oil 

sands, especially the oil and gas emissions 

cap. All the ads reportedly link to a petition 

that mobilizes opposition to the cap, calling it 

an “unrealistic” solution.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Canada’s Energy 

Citizens appears to be 

run by CAPP. 

 

Source: Facebook Ad Library 

 

  

https://www.energycitizens.ca/about/
https://www.energycitizens.ca/about/
https://www.energycitizens.ca/about/
https://www.energycitizens.ca/join/
https://www.nationalobserver.com/2022/09/19/news/grassroots-group-ran-facebook-ads-against-emissions-cap-oil-lobby-paid
https://influencemap.org/evidence/f2401ac6de6d6ef25a4820da88424f6f
https://influencemap.org/evidence/f2401ac6de6d6ef25a4820da88424f6f
https://www.energycitizens.ca/about/
https://www.energycitizens.ca/about/
https://energycitizens.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=all&country=CA&view_all_page_id=466158346863316&sort_data%5bdirection%5d=desc&sort_data%5bmode%5d=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=page&media_type=all
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Group Activities  
Oil & Gas Entities 
Involved 

Ad Examples  

Canada Action 

Canada Action is a grassroots organization 

that undertakes public engagement in favor 

of the oil and gas sector. The organization 

runs campaigns through rallies and events, 

besides print, broadcast, and social media. 

Canada Action’s website contains several 

instances of support for Canadian oil and gas, 

including support for major pipeline projects.  

 

 

 

Cenovus disclosed its 

financial sponsorship 

to Canada Action in 

2021.    

Source: Facebook Ad Library 

Fuelling Canada 

Fuelling Canada is a campaign promoting 

fossil gas led by the Canadian Gas 

Association. The campaign promotes fossil 

gas as an abundant, budget-friendly, low-

emission, and “virtually inexhaustible” 

energy source for use in homes and 

industries. In May 2022, DeSmog reported 

that Fuelling Canada sponsored an article in 

The Globe and Mail encouraging new 

homebuyers to choose houses heated with 

fossil gas to reduce utility bills.  

 

 

 

TC Energy and 

Enbridge hold 

memberships in the 

Canadian Gas 

Association.  

 

 

 

Source: Facebook Ad Library 

https://www.canadaaction.ca/about
https://mc-ced23ebb-4707-4c95-9c94-3171-cdn-endpoint.azureedge.net/-/media/Project/WWW/docs/our-company/advocacy-sponsorship-and-membership-table-2021.pdf?rev=9e7e6d2628d049b49b3e4fa7b887404f&sc_lang=en&hash=45453F3C86DF2D952596EE7AC32582D8
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=all&country=CA&view_all_page_id=405377872902754&sort_data%5bdirection%5d=desc&sort_data%5bmode%5d=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=page&media_type=all
https://fuellingcanada.ca/
https://fuellingcanada.ca/
https://www.desmog.com/2022/05/10/new-gas-industry-astroturf-fuelling-canada/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/adv/article-why-natural-gas-is-the-smart-choice-for-your-new-home/?utm_medium=Referrer:+Social+Network+/+Media&utm_campaign=Shared+Web+Article+Links
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/adv/article-why-natural-gas-is-the-smart-choice-for-your-new-home/?utm_medium=Referrer:+Social+Network+/+Media&utm_campaign=Shared+Web+Article+Links
https://www.cga.ca/about-us/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=CA&view_all_page_id=106360778489053&sort_data%5Bdirection%5D=desc&sort_data%5Bmode%5D=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=page&media_type=all
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Group Activities Oil & Gas Entities 
Involved 

Ad Examples  

New Yorkers 

for Affordable 

Energy 

New Yorkers for Affordable Energy is a 

coalition of businesses and industry 

associations in the state of New York which 

claims to be advocating for “greater access 

to clean, reliable and affordable energy”, 

particularly through its support for fossil gas. 

The coalition mobilizes public support for its 

agenda through ads and campaigns, 

including Facebook. In September 2022, a 

report by Truthout revealed that the 

coalition had opposed decarbonization 

legislation in New York. This included 

opposition to the state’s gas ban and 2030 

zero-emission vehicle sales target proposals. 

Evidence also suggests that the group has 

mobilized opposition to the New York Draft 

Scoping Plan that seeks to achieve the New 

York 2019 climate law's decarbonization 

targets.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enbridge is listed as a 

member of this 

coalition.  

Source: Facebook Ad Library 

 

 

Minnesotans 

for Line 3 

Minnesotans for Line 3 advocated for the 

Line 3 oil pipeline approval in Minnesota 

through TV ads, op-eds, social media 

campaigns, and a petition to the state 

government. According to Duluth News 

Tribune, the group reportedly spent 

$245,000 on Facebook digital ads. Facebook 

Ad Library reports that the ads have been 

sponsored by this group up to September 

2022.  

 

 

A June 2019 

investigation by 

DeSmog found that 

Minnesotans for Line 

3 was led and funded 

by Enbridge. 

However, Enbridge’s 

involvement in recent 

years in this campaign 

is unknown. 

 

 

 

Source: Facebook Ad Library 

 

https://www.ny4affordableenergy.com/about/
https://www.ny4affordableenergy.com/about/
https://www.ny4affordableenergy.com/about/
https://www.ny4affordableenergy.com/about/
https://www.facebook.com/NY4Energy/
https://influencemap.org/evidence/d62866a4f08a5a005bddb4d55a563bb8
https://www.ny4affordableenergy.com/ourcoalition/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&view_all_page_id=111394533709201&sort_data%5Bdirection%5D=desc&sort_data%5Bmode%5D=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=page&media_type=all
https://www.desmog.com/2019/06/06/enbridge-minnesotans-line-3-front-group-oil-pipeline/
https://www.desmog.com/2019/06/06/enbridge-minnesotans-line-3-front-group-oil-pipeline/
https://www.duluthnewstribune.com/business/study-minn-pipeline-group-a-top-spender-on-facebook-ads
https://www.duluthnewstribune.com/business/study-minn-pipeline-group-a-top-spender-on-facebook-ads
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&view_all_page_id=435917576827538&sort_data%5Bdirection%5D=desc&sort_data%5Bmode%5D=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=page&media_type=all
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&view_all_page_id=435917576827538&sort_data%5Bdirection%5D=desc&sort_data%5Bmode%5D=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=page&media_type=all
https://www.desmog.com/2019/06/06/enbridge-minnesotans-line-3-front-group-oil-pipeline/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&view_all_page_id=435917576827538&sort_data%5Bdirection%5D=desc&sort_data%5Bmode%5D=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=page&media_type=all

